
New graphic interface

More robust with enhanced

performance and speed

User profi le management

Simultaneous management

of multiple ONT´s (reboot,

reset, etc.)

Enhanced TR-069 Server.

Management of: DMZ,

Ports, 2GHz and 5GHz

SSID network etc.

Speed profi le management

Supports simultaneous

communication with

multiple OLT´s

Remote access to an ONT

Automatic PON change

detection

Communication API

Log management

Backups

PSO is a provisioning software for GPON networks,

al lowing for easy network management with

Huawei OLT´s.

For pricing and demos please contact: tecnico@anvimur.com



The True-IP suite is a solution that al lows for IPTV

streaming to any compatible device within the

platform.

Any person with a compatible device may access

their favourite channels by simply using the TRUE-

IP application and an access to Internet.

The best way to know TRUE-

IP at the last cost

Distianad to small networks

Allows for up to 1 6 HLS

channels

Up to 60 Multicast channels

Licence expandable

Transcoding included

Complete version

Supports a wide scope of

networks

Limitless HLS channels

Up to 1 20 Multicast

channels

Transcoding included

Expandable with SIBU-I .P

True-IP is compatible and future proof with

most telecommunication networks

Based on IP technology

Your investment is guaranteed in the future

Specifical ly designed and aimed at large

and smaller telecommunication operators

wishing to easily and economical ly expand

their business

Real time IP/ IP transcoding- High

performance hardware

Minimize the bandwidth used by an

IPTV channel

Mpeg2, h264, and HEVC outputs

Selectable output rate and codecs

IPTV video recording completely

integrated with the TRUE-IP platform

Allows for the recording of channels

broadcast over your IPTV platform

EPG included

Anvimur designs end to end customised IPTV

solutions according to the customers’ needs.

Connection among centres, local channel

broadcasting. IPTV for hospital ity and large

residential set ups.

Allows for the generation of your own

IPTV channel from recordings.

TRUE-IP Compatible

Automatic content broadcasting,

al lowing for multiple input codecs.

Fixed output rate independent from

the input one.

Android Smart TV LG

IOS Receptores IPTV

Smart TV Samsung Navegador web

COMPATIBLE WITH

For pricing and demos please contact: tecnico@anvimur.com
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